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A defibrillAtor:  for whom, And why?  
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA), in most cases, is caused by an electrical 
malfunction within the heart, resulting in «fibrillation» or irregular 
movements of the heart muscle. 
An electric shock is the only method of getting the heart to start functioning 
normally again. A defibrillator (or AED) is a piece of equipment used to stop 
ventricular fibrillation by delivering an electric shock. 
Automated defibrillators have been developed so that they can be used 
by everyone. They are very simple devices that guide the user vocally and 
automatically calculate the intensity of the shock required.  

every minute counts!
Every minute following the SCA reduces the chances of survival.  Rapid 
intervention is therefore vital. Long minutes pass before the emergency 
services are called and can arrive on the scene. 

Launch of the first automatic defibrillator.

It is imperative to take 
action within the first 
four minutes to save 
a person with sudden 
cardiac arrest (SCA).  
After that, the survival 
rate falls by 10% every 
minute.

Emergency 
services arrive 
within 12 
minutes (on 
average).

In Europe, the Sudden cardiac Arrest survival 
rate is around 5%. This rate can be 10 times 

higher in countries where public places 
are equipped with automated external 

defibrillators (AED) and the population is 
trained in CPR. 

In the world, 
7,000,000 people 
die from sudden 
cardiac arrest (SCA) 
every year.

65,000
65,000 defibrillAtors Are 
locAted by the «stAying 
Alive» ApplicAtion 
developed in frAnce by 
AedmAp. 
this ApplicAtion offers 
multiple functions And 
services. it cAn be freely 
downloAded from Apple 
Appstore And google plAy.

this is the 
number of 
defibrillAtors 
instAlled in 
the world.

A simple 
equAtion

seven times out of 
ten, these incidents 
occur in front of other 
people, but less thAn 
20% of these people Are 
trAined in cpr. 

Aed presence in 
public plAces is 
cruciAl 

October 2012, in a French train 
station.  Paul, was saved thanks to 
a defibrillator used by an employee 
of the French national rail 
company, SNCF.  The rail company 
has installed over a thousand AEDs 
in stations, trains and offices.
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instAllAtion of 
defibrillAtors

geolocAtion

trAining of the populAtion

thousAnds of lives sAved !

30’30 minutes is enough to trAin A 
person to use A defibrillAtor And 

perform chest compression. 

everyone cAn 
sAve A life!



A life-sAving solution 
A civic commitment for locAl 

Authorities And privAte 
compAnies 

managing sudden sudden cardiac arrest 
is a public health issue.

in order to face this challenge, organizations can 
rely on three essential elements

trAin populAtion to cpr * 

instAll Aeds 

geolocAlize And list Aeds 
in the AedmAp dAtAbAse
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A fully secure 
interfAce 
designed to 
mAnAge And 
monitor An Aed 
pool.

pAds or bAtteries replAcement, inspections 
to be scheduled, or mAlfunctions…

Any mAintenAnce informAtions 
to be cArried out Are All 
AvAilAble viA the internet And 
mobile ApplicAtions.

* cardiopulmonary resuscitation



concrete 
And fully 
independent 
Advice And 
support

AedmAp offers upstream 
support by carrying 
out an audit and 
making a personalized 
recommendation; 
whether or not the 
organization already owns 
Aeds. 

optimize the number 
of Aeds installed and the 
choice of their location.  

AedmAp can also 
provide Aeds among the 
main brands.

At the heArt of 
the operAtion, A 
unique softwAre 
solution to list 
And geolocAte 
Aeds

this simple and 
ergonomic management 
tool, which has been 
developed by AedmAp, 
means that the 
defibrillator database can 
be enriched thanks to 
a secure administrative 
interface.  each new 
registered machine is 
immediately mapped so 
that anyone can geolocate it.

monitoring And 
mAintAining 
listed Aeds

the AedmAp fully secured 
management interface 
indicates the working 
status of all listed Aeds.
thanks to this service, the 
organization maintains 
control over its entire fleet 
of defibrillators.

enhAncing 
public 
AwAreness 
And trAining

« AedmAp care », is also 
a range of diversified 
and fully customizable 
services: organization of 
training courses in the 
country (in partnership 
with the efhe*), an 
interface with local 
emergency services, a 
smartphone application 
for the general public, 
a telephone hotline and 
e-learning are just some
examples.

communicAting 
And promoting 
the involvement 
of the 
orgAnizAtion

AedmAp intends to 
promote the involvement 
of the organization 
by supporting its 
communication.
AedmAp is offering 
a multimedia 
“communication kit” 
enabling the commitment 
of public bodies and 
private companies in 
managing sudden cardiac 
arrest to be better known 
and recognized.

designed by AedmAp, this solution guarantees a 
full support during all the process  from audit to 
communication, from referencing to maintenance.  

AedmAp cAre : An offer designed Around orgAnizAtions

* european fund for health and education



« Installing defibrillators is not enough.  It is vital to map 
them, maintain them regularly, facilitate and promote their 
use and train the public to operate them »
dr pAul dArdel, md, AedmAp founder And ceo.

monitoring

geolocAtion

trAceAbility

interconnection

the AedmAp user interface is clear and 
intuitive.  A straightforward organization 
and pictograms enable the entire pool of 
defibrillators monitoring with a few clicks.

detailed mapping of the Aed pool makes 
it possible to quickly locate the devices 

position . 

in several countries, the defibrillator owner is 
liable for its maintenance.  the AedmAp interface 
records the entire Aed pool, their serial number, 
notifies of any problem and warns when a 
maintenance operation is due. 

thanks to innovative web services, the AedmAp 
database connects easily to its customers 

websites and mobile applications. the goal: 
to communicate to everyone the defibrillators 

position.

peter, Anton, christine 
And lydiA suffered 
sudden cArdiAc 
Arrest.  they were 
sAved thAnks to A 
defibrillAtor being 
close by.

everyone cAn 
sAve A life!



www.aedmap.org

contact : paul dardel, pdardel@aedmap.org
7 avenue molière, 75016 paris, france

because defibrillators have to be available to everyone 
without restriction, AedmAp has decided to join forces 

alongside efhe and to support its work.
thus each defibrillator listed via AedmAp is available 

to anyone via the efhe staying Alive mobile application. 
And for each defibrillator listed, AedmAp gives 

a contribution to the efhe. 

AedmAp engAging with the public


